
IF YOU CAN DREAM IT,
WE CAN PICTURE IT.



OUR GOAL
Our goal is to combine elements creating a 
world of multipurpose content that will reach 
viewers on a streaming platform as well as 
mobile users. In other words, we create a whole 
digital ecosystem based on our films and IPs.

Guided by the latest viewing tendencies we 
develop high concept content for film, television
and streaming platforms within the horror and and streaming platforms within the horror and 
sci-fi genre.

We shoot micro-budget, high-quality feature 
films for the international market presenting a
catalog of genre films for all audiences around 
the world.

We seek investment partners, distribution and We seek investment partners, distribution and 
co-production opportunities.
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Our main investor & manager, made his short 
and fruitful career in the gaming industry, 
helping create a worldwide, data driven, 
mobile gaming audience.

On the other hand, our content producer
& film drector is an NYU graduate, who has 
made a career in the movie industry.

Our producer has recently joined Puppeteer Our producer has recently joined Puppeteer 
bringing along her extensive knowledge 
of the film market and more than 15 years 
of experience as aproducer in genre films.

We are Puppeteer, a genre film production 
company. We come from very different places 
but they are all very interconnected.

BACK STORY
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Graduated from Di Tella University, with an 
orientation in Economics and History. He has 
12 years of experience in team management 
and 15 years of experience in the mobile video 
game industry. 

His expertise is based on the creation of new His expertise is based on the creation of new 
commercial structures, set-up and financial 
management in emerging markets. He was 
actively involved in the growth of one of the 
leading gaming companies, Jam City, Inc with 
500+ employees, on a regional level, position 
which he holds as to this day.

NICOLÁS FINKIELSTAIN
Executive producer

TEAM
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As an executive producer she specializes in horror 
and fantasy genre since 2011, premiering the 
following films: Dead End, Up and Down, 5 AM,  
Benavidez Case, Hotel Infierno, In Danger, Cursed 
Bastards and The Abyss. She is a professor who 
graduated from Cievyc and UBA. Side Project, is 
her latest film production.

MagalÍ Nieva

TEAM
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FRAMEWORK 

IP development

Feature films

TV series

Video games

Red Table Writers Room

Digital comics
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Our permanent staff of industry experienced 
scriptwriters are constantly developing new 
ideas for multiformat content:

Pre-production - Located in 
LATAM we carefully design 
our productions to optimize 
resources and focus on quality. 
We specialize in micro budget 
horror and sci-fi projects.

Production - We seek and 
hire the most professional 
film crews and equipment 
on a highly cost-efficient 
shooting strategy.

Post Production - We select 
vendors who can deliver the 
highest technical standards 
to do all our  EDITING - VFX- 
COLOR.

Marketing and delivery 
materials - We develop 
Key art and Trailers for 
all our finished products.

https://puppeteer.us/


RED TABLE WRITER S ROOM
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We seek and hire the best professional 
screenwriter's to develop our own projects. 
But our writers room is also available for 
hire to develop tailored scripts or script 
doctoring for independent producers.

https://puppeteer.us/
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A puppeteer production sublimityent.com/sideproject
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Three young programmers find an abandoned technology that is 
able to detect paranormal presences.With this finding they create 
an application on their cell phones that allows them to see actual 
ghosts. Their ambition to see the dead will make them transgress 
the ethical limits of technology endangering their own lives.

Film Specs

Title: Side Project
Alternative Title : Ghost Project
Language: English
Genre: sci-fi / horror / suspense
Running Time: 75 min
Director: Federico FinkielstainDirector: Federico Finkielstain
Producer: Magali Nieva

THE MOVIE

https://puppeteer.us/movies/


GAME
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Is a visual novel, decision-based, mystery game. 
We create an amazing mystery visual novel story 
game based on SIDE PROJECT' horror movie.
It is a unique storytelling game where the user
 can create their unique story based on the 
choices they make.

We will provide the best story game experience with We will provide the best story game experience with 
a great mystery storyline via the chat-style visual 
novel-type game, designed to suit mobile devices. 

SIDE PROJECT: 
The Factory King

https://puppeteer.us/movies/
https://apps.apple.com/ar/app/side-project-the-factory-king/id1612661981


COMICS
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Gospel of empriness
Comic 1

The boogieman flew over time nest
Comic 2
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You can find within the video game two
different comics that continue exploring the 
fictional world of the film and the video game.

https://puppeteer.us/movies/


NFTs
opensea.io/collection/sideproject-game
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COMING SOON
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HOUSE OF THINGS

Shiny and Clear, extreme clean up 
social media idols, are two conflicting 
half sisters who throw down an 
extreme clean up challenge. But they 
don’t know that they’ll be facing their 
worst nightmare when they find 
themselves locked up in a house filled 
with accumulated objects… that come 
to life. Gomihime, the house’s owner, 
committed a murder decades ago, 
corrupting an old Japanese tradition 
that says that objects come to life 
after a hundred years. They are called 
tsukumogamis and the ones ruling the 
house will be as merciless as can be 
imagined in their intent of keeping 
Shiny and Clear from getting out alive.

Feature Film

Genre Horror 
Budget > 500.000 usd 
20% confirmed Budget 
Screenplay Version 2
English Language - Original 
Director : Federico FinkielstainDirector : Federico Finkielstain

puppeteer.us/movie-projects/

https://puppeteer.us/movie-projects/
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RENTALS

In a West Coast city on USA, there’s an 
underground company that offers an 
expensive service: to transfer your 
mind into somebody else’s body. 
“Rentals” allows people from the high 
society to rent bodies that mold to 
their wishes to do what they can’t do 
(or aren’t allowed to) on their day to day 
lives. Jake, a tortured ex war doctor who 
has lost his daughter in a car accident, 
is invited to rent his body. There pay is 
high and the possibility to find 
is invited to rent his body. There pay is 
high and the possibility to find 
something that takes him out of the 
depressive pit in which he lives tempts 
him. But once he gets connected, far 
from not remembering while his body 
was governed by someone else, he’ll find 
he is being manipulated as a tool on the 
hands of a serial killer. Jake’s hands are 
covered in blood, and there’s no coming 
back from his connection, and he won’t 
be the only one, but just the first of the 
rentals used in a sinister scheme.

Tv Series

Genre Sci Fi 
8 Episodes - 3 Seasons 
Budget <1.500.000 usd (Season)
15% confirmed budget 
English Language - Original 
Director Federico FinkielstainDirector Federico Finkielstain

puppeteer.us/movie-projects/

https://puppeteer.us/movie-projects/
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After Apparition’s release, a new 
social media fad appeared: ghost 
hunting. This gave birth to a new 
subculture of paranormal experts, 
the Necronauts. They explore the 
world of the dead, to catalogue 
ghosts, and exorcise them when 
needed.
a blog called The Necronaut’s Journal, 
administrated by the mysterious first 
Necronaut. However, their last entry 
remains unfinished, and they no 
longer show on the chats. That’s when 
a group of young Necronauts decides 
to search for them, and solve the 
mystery of their disappearance by mystery of their disappearance by 
following clues on the last entries on 
the Journal. But what they’ll find will 
change whatever little they thought 
they knew about ghosts.

GHOST PROJECT 2

Feature Film

Genre Horror 
Budget > 500.000 usd  
English language - Original
(prequel of Side Project) - Original

puppeteer.us/movie-projects/

https://puppeteer.us/movie-projects/
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EVE

In a close future, where people only 
relate through virtual reality, a young 
passionate woman named Eve finds a 
way out of her lonely life by 
purchasing an AI robot that promises 
to be the perfect boyfriend. This is 
Lukas. Things go relatively well until 
an EMP blast shuts Lukas down 
unexpectedly along with the city’s 
mainframe forcing Eve out of her 
apartment and meeting her next door 
neighbor, a real human man named 
Harper. Harper shows her life outside 
of technology and opens up her eyes.  
Lukas comes back to life, 
complicating matters and becoming complicating matters and becoming 
possessive making her feel trapped. 
Eve is now torn and will have to 
decide between the two men - the 
two lives - that she has experienced

Feature Film

Genre Sci Fi 
Budget < 500.000usd
English Language - Original 

https://puppeteer.us/movie-projects/


CONTACT
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Are you ready to say action?
Welcome to the movie business

ACCEPT

DECLINE
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Production company name: Puppeteer Productions

Mail: sideproject@puppeteer.us

Website: https://puppeteer.us/

Address: 3562 Eastham Dr, Culver City 

CA 90232

FOLLOW US

https://puppeteer.us/
https://www.instagram.com/puppeteer.us/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClcLz3cvGfmVXnOR9lt6ZPw
https://www.linkedin.com/company/puppeteer-productions/about/
https://vimeo.com/puppeteerproductions
https://puppeteer.us/



